Already for many decades, formal methods are considered to be the way forward to help the software industry to make more reliable and trustworthy software. However, despite this strong belief, and many individual success stories, no real change in industrial software development seems to happen. In fact, the software industry is moving fast forward itself, and the gap between what formal methods can achieve, and the daily software development practice does not seem to get smaller (and might even be growing).
Motivation and Goals
Already for many decades, formal methods are considered to be the way forward to help the software industry to make more reliable and trustworthy software. However, despite this strong belief, and many individual success stories, no real change in industrial software development seems to happen. In fact, the software industry is moving fast forward itself, and the gap between what formal methods can achieve, and the daily software development practice does not seem to get smaller (and might even be growing).
In the past, numerous recommendations have already been made and studies performed on how to develop formal methods research in order to close the gap (e.g., [3, [5] [6] [7] 9, 13, 17] ) between research and industrial practice, which also exists in other areas of software engineering like testing [10] . This track had the goal to investigate why the gap between research and industrial practice nevertheless still exists for formal methods, and what steps can be taken by the formal methods research community to bridge it.
The track consisted of three sessions of three speakers of 30 min each, followed by a 90 min closing discussion. We invited speakers that have collaborated with industry, and asked them for their experiences and recommendations on what should be done to close the gap. We also invited industrial speakers who have collaborated with academia, so as to learn from their experiences. Finally, the 4th session presented the idea to have a repository with formally verified benchmarks, to foster the industrial adoption of formal methods. During the closing discussion, we discussed the set up of such a benchmark. In addition, we also investigated if there are shared recommendations, and how we can put these recommendations into practice.
The track was in part a continuation of a Lorentz workshop in 2015, titled Verification of Concurrent and Distributed Software: Towards Industrial Use.
Contributions

Session 1: Testing and Requirements in Industrial Practice
The first session investigated current practices in testing and requirements engineering in industrial practice, and how formal techniques can help. During this session, the following papers were presented.
Peleska et al. [15] (Model-based Testing for Avionic Systems Proven Benefits and Further Challenges) report on the transition of model-based testing (MBT) from a widely discussed research discipline to an accepted technology that is currently becoming state of the art in industry, and in particular, in the field of safety-critical systems testing. They review how focal points of MBT-related research in the past have "survived" and found their way into today's commercial MBT products. The authors describe the benefits of MBT that are -from their experience -most appreciated by practitioners. Moreover, some interesting open challenges are described, and potential future solutions are presented. Their material is based on practical experience with recent MBT campaigns performed for Airbus in Germany.
Bardin et al. [2] (Test Case Generation with PathCrawler/LTest: How to Automate an Industrial Testing Process) consider automatic white-box testing based on formal methods as a relatively mature technology for which operational tools are available. Despite this, and the cost of manual testing, the technology is still rarely applied in an industrial setting. The authors describe how the specific needs of the user can be taken into account in order to build the necessary interface with a generic test tool. They present PathCrawler/LTest, a generator of test inputs for structural coverage of C functions, and describe the essential participation of the research branch of an industrial user in bridging the gap between the tool developers and their business unit and adapting PathCrawler/LTest to the needs of the latter.
Alzuhaibi et al. [1] (Pitfalls upon Applying Model Learning to Industrial Legacy Software) address refactoring of legacy software as one of the most common struggles of the current software industry, being costly and yet essential. They tackle this problem by applying model learning with the aim of understanding the observable behaviour of legacy components. The used technique interacts with a component in runtime and extracts abstract models that lead to better informed development decisions. The authors describe their experience in applying model learning to legacy software, aiming to prepare the newcomer for what shady pitfalls lie therein, as well as to provide the seasoned researcher with concrete cases and open problems. They narrate their experience in analysing certain legacy components at Philips Healthcare describing challenges faced, solutions implemented, and lessons learned.
Session 2: Software Verification in Industrial Practice
The second session then took the point of view of people working in software verification, and how they considered that their techniques could be used in industrial practice. During this session, the following papers were discussed.
Nyberg et al. [14] (Formal Verification in Automotive Industry: Enablers and Obstacles) describe and summarize their experiences from six case studies in applying formal verification techniques to embedded, safety-critical code. The studies have been conducted at Scania over the period of eight years. Despite certain successes, the authors admit to have so far failed to introduce formal techniques on a larger scale. Based on their experiences, they identify and discuss some key obstacles to, and enabling factors for, the successful incorporation of formal verification techniques into the software development and quality assurance process.
Knüppel et al. [11] (Scalability of Deductive Verification Depends on Method Call Treatment) address the problem of treating method calls in the context of deductive verification of safety-critical and security-critical applications applied in industry. During verification, a method call can either be replaced by an available method contract (called contracting) or by inlining the method's implementation. The authors argue that neither approach alone is feasible for verifying real-world software systems: Only relying on method inlining does not scale, as the number of inlined methods may lead to a combinatorial explosion; on the other hand, contracting is notoriously hard and time-consuming, making it economically unrealistic to be used exclusively. The authors discuss circumstances in which one of the two approaches is preferred. They evaluate the program verifier KeY with large programs varying in the number of method calls of each method and the maximum depth of the stack trace. Their analyses show that specifying 10% additional methods in a program can reduce the verification costs by up-to 50%, and, thus, an effective combination of contracting and method inlining is indispensable for the scalability of deductive verification.
Cok [8] (Java Automated Deductive Verification in Practice: Lessons from industrial proof-based projects) considers automated proof-based deductive verification used in industry to give confidence in the security and correctness of libraries and applications. The author presents various observations on current tools and processes based on recent experience with verification projects on industrial software, related to scalability, breadth, specification language expressibility and semantics, capabilities of underlying SMT tools, and integration into industrial build and continuous integration processes.
Session 3: Application Areas
The 3rd session investigated how focusing on specific application areas could help to make the use of formal verification techniques more feasible. During this session, the following papers were presented.
Bolignano and Plateau [4] (Security Filters for IoT Domain Isolation) consider network segregation as the key to the security of the Internet of Things, but also to the security of more traditional critical infrastructures or SCADA systems that need to be more and more connected and allow for remote operations. The authors believe that traditional firewalls or data diodes are not sufficient, considering the new issues at stake and that a new generation of filters is needed to replace or complement existing protections in these fields.
Larsen et al. [12] (20 Years of Uppaal Enabled Industrial Model-Based Validation and Beyond ) review how the Uppaal Tool Suite served in industrial projects and was both driven and improved by them throughout the last 20 years. They show how the need of industry for model-based validation, performance evaluation and synthesis shaped the tool suite and how the tool suite aided the use cases it was applied in. The authors highlight a number of selected cases, including success stories and pitfalls, and discuss the important roles of both basic research and industrial projects.
Zakharov and Novikov [18] (Verification of Operating System Monolithic Kernels without Extensions) observe that operating systems and, in turn, applications strongly depend on monolithic kernels, and so the requirements for functionality, security, reliability and performance of the latter are ones of the highest. Currently used approaches to software quality assurance help to reveal quite many defects in monolithic kernels, but none of them aims at detecting all violations of checked requirements and providing some guaranties that target programs always operate correctly. The authors present a new method which is based on software verification and which enables thorough checking and finding complicated faults for various versions of monolithic kernels. One of its most important features is that it is not necessary to spend considerable effort for configuring tools and developing specifications to obtain valuable verification results, but one is able to steadily improve their quality. The authors implemented the suggested method within the software verification framework Klever and evaluated it on subsystems of the Linux monolithic kernel.
Session 4: A Repository of Formal Methods Examples and Experiments
Schlick et al. [16] (A Proposal of an Example and Experiments Repository to
Foster Industrial Adoption of Formal Methods) observe that formal methods have been around almost since the beginning of computer science. Nonetheless, the perception in the formal methods community is that pickup by industry is rather low, measured by the potential benefits. As one approach to address this issue, they sketch the setup of a repository of software development problems and an accompanying open data storage to document, disseminate and compare solutions from formal model based methods. The purpose of this is to allow the industry to better understand the available solutions and more easily select and adopt one fitting their needs. At the same time, it should foster the adoption of open data and good scientific practice in the research field.
